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or lotus-shaped capitals of the pillars, in their high polish,
and in their use as standards for royal edicts, the influence
of Persian and of Hellenistic art.
Little more than two generations had passed since Alexander the
Great had planted in Bactria a powerful colony of Greeks, who,
occupying as they did a tract of country on the very threshold of the
Maurya dominions, where the great trade-routes from India, Iran,
and Central Asia converged, and closely in touch as they were with
the great centres of civilization in Western Asia, must have played
a dominant part in the transmission of Hellenistic arts and culture
into India.
What does this mean, except that these branches of the
Aryan stock—Greek, Iranian, and Indian—are now
meeting after long separation, and that Alexander's dream
of uniting East and West is coming true ?
It is very fitting that it was to do honour to India's
greatest son that these gifted sister-races lent their powers;
of this the very symbols used by the Asokan artists
are proof: if the bell-capital and the lotus are of Persian
provenance, the humped bull is Indian, and so probably
are the lions which stand back to back in the grand
stylized  capital at  Sarnath,  where the 'Lion of the
Sakyas' first preached. Indian too are the Wheel of the
Law, and the Geese of this great work of art, symbols o:
religious wisdom. And if the form of Asoka's inscription!
is borrowed from that of Persian emperors their spirit i
Indian.  Its teaching of Ahimsa, of the glories or peao
and of the blessings of piety, is in a very different key fron
that of its prototypes. The symbolism too of Asokan at
breathes the message of the compassionate Buddha, am
tells of the great moments of his life.
These animal-forms, the Bull, the Elephant, the Hors<
and the Lion, have seldom been equalled, Symbolixin
the Birth, the Renunciation and the first Sermon of tib
Buddha, they were carved by master-workmen who wei
close students of nature; and critics are agreed that i
their dignity as well as their realism they are masterpiece
'unsurpassed, I venture to think, by anything of their kir

